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 piece. It seems to me that in order to make optimum choices about re-
 sponding to a student's writing it is critical for the teacher to know the stu-
 dent both affectively and cognitively-that is, how sensitive a student is to
 criticism and how much a student understands about how to revise. Some
 students clearly need more directive comments than other students do to
 facilitate revision.
 Re-seeing Research on Response
 Jane Mathison-Fife and Peggy O'Neill
 University of Louisville
 Because we are also working on research about teacher response, it was
 with anticipation-and a little trepidation-that we read Richard Straub's
 recent article on "The Concept of Control in Teacher Response." While we
 found the article suggestive in the subtle distinctions offered among differ-
 ent commenting styles, it was also disappointing in its inability to unpack
 the assumptions underlying the very concept of control and the resulting
 limitations these assumptions have had for research on teacher commen-
 tary. Straub leaves unquestioned the assumption that the teacher's re-
 sponse to a student's draft is the most important facet of the response
 situation. Many blindspots in Straub's article (and in the literature about
 response in general) follow from this assumption of primacy for the teach-
 er's written comments: The research focuses on such comments as the
 only significant area for analysis, avoiding classroom context and the com-
 plexities of interpretation it suggests.
 Straub attempts to complicate existing studies of teacher commentary
 by conducting a much subtler analysis of commentary than he finds in the
 general labels of "directive" and "facilitative" comments that guide much
 of the previous research on response. His project is one of fine-grained tex-
 tual analysis which can make some important contributions to our under-
 standing of response styles. However, because Straub continues in the
 tradition of most prior studies of commentary-using only textual analy-
 sis-his study replicates the assumptions of the earlier work instead of sig-
 nificantly re-envisioning our approach to research on response. Straub,
 like the earlier researchers he refers to, suggests implications for the class-
 room context strictly from his analysis of written comments, assuming a
 standard interpretation of the classroom and the response situation instead
 of studying these complex contexts as well as the texts they give rise to.
 Straub explains his approach:
 I will study comments as they appear on the page, independent of the larger
 classroom setting but seen amid the conventions that typically go along with
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 such teacher-student interactions. I will try to determine how the comments
 themselves create an image of the teacher on the page, implicitly establish
 some relationship with the student, and exert varying degrees of control
 over the student's writing choices. (233)
 If Straub's focus were contextual as well as textual, examining how teacher
 control is established across the whole classroom situation, including teach-
 er's written comments, then the much-needed revision of the concept of
 control in commentary he outlines could be much more substantial, with
 implications for the ways we involve response and evaluation in our teach-
 ing other than just in our written response to student papers. Straub ac-
 knowledges in a footnote that his textual study is only preliminary to other,
 contextual modes of research into teacher response. At points, though, his
 description of his approach undermines the more modest assessment of it
 in the footnote: "The most effective way to take up an examination of
 teacher response is to study individual comments, in detail, and describe
 the focuses and modes of these comments" (233). While this tight focus on
 text may be the most efficient way to conduct research on teacher re-
 sponse, we doubt that it is the most effective. Our extensive criticism on
 this point is not meant to single out Straub. We focus on these limitations
 in his study because they continue a trend in almost all research on teacher
 response in composition studies in which written comments are viewed as
 the only significant part of the entire response situation.
 Such a focus suggests that teachers should try to improve their response
 practices by rethinking their commenting styles instead of examining the
 entire response situation in their classrooms. In recent descriptions of
 teachers' response practices we have noted important changes in how the
 response exchange is configured: These teachers see response to writing as
 beginning with the student's written assessment of the text and the pro-
 cesses and decisions involved in producing it. (See, for example, Jeffrey
 Sommers on "The Writer's Memo" [Writing and Response, Chris Anson, ed.,
 Urbana: NCTE, 1989] and Norm Katz on "Reading Intention" [Encountering
 Student Texts, Lawson, Ryan, and Winterowd, eds., Urbana: NCTE, 1989]).
 This conception of the response situation cannot be addressed adequately
 by research on teacher response that looks only at teacher written com-
 ments apart from their context, including reflections by the students.
 This broadened conception of the response situation has significant im-
 plications for the discussion of teacher control over student writing. Straub
 discusses the issue of control only in terms of how controlling a given com-
 menting style is instead of noting how control in the writing classroom
 might be altered according to who is authorized to speak about student
 texts, when, and in what ways. When students are invited to offer the first
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 response to their writing, for instance, through some form of reflective let-
 ter or self-assessment, it can change the dynamics of control in the typical
 response situation envisioned by the research on teacher written commen-
 tary. When students are authorized to speak first, there is a greater possi-
 bility that they might see themselves as real participants with the teacher
 in the discussion about the direction of revision, a discussion which reflects
 attempts at control by both student and teacher.
 Straub fails to envision how this altered response situation might give
 students a kind of authority in the conversation about their writing that
 they do not have when they are only recipients of teacher commentary-
 no matter how facilitative that commentary may be. This continued focus
 on teacher comments as the crux of response means that research and the-
 ory on response lags behind many actual classroom strategies for student
 self-assessment rather than being informed by them. The widespread use of
 portfolios in writing classrooms is a prime example of how teachers' theory
 and practice about assessment has changed the dynamics of the response
 situation in ways that response research has yet to catch up with. A defining
 characteristic of the classroom portfolio is the reflective cover letter which
 often includes self-assessment, thus authorizing students to initiate evalua-
 tive comments on their own writing. The 1996 NCTE conference "Learning
 and Literacies: Reflecting on Reflection, Self-Assessment, and External As-
 sessment" offers a further example of the importance of reflection and self-
 assessment in many teachers' writing pedagogies; audience participants as
 well as conference presenters spoke about their use of reflection as a com-
 mon part of their response practices. The traditional centrality we give to
 teacher comments cannot account for the many new issues and challenges
 raised by this widespread inclusion of student reflection in the classroom
 evaluation of writing.
 While we certainly agree with Straub's observation that all comments,
 however indirect, suggest that "something needs to be attended to" in a
 student text, we do not agree with his tacit assumption that all comments,
 and thus all such interventions, are or should be initiated by the teacher.
 While Straub and the tradition of research that his study follows have
 made significant contributions to our understanding of control as it is re-
 lated to teacher commentary, research now must extend this tradition in
 order to explore additional important questions about control and the
 teaching of writing. Researchers, including teacher-researchers, should
 also ask how the very structure of the response situation influences how
 control is exercised over student writing and who exercises it. These explo-
 rations can, of course, include how teachers' written comments influence
 both a teacher's and a student's control over student texts. However, we
 also need to study how the response structure authorizes various people to
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 participate in the conversation about student writing. When and how do
 teachers offer comments? Do students interpret teacher comments differ-
 ently than researchers and teachers interpret these comments? When and
 how do students comment on their own and other students' writing?
 What value do the participants in the exchange place on these different
 comments and, by extension, the students' and teacher's authority as eval-
 uators? We must move beyond an exclusive focus on teacher's written
 comments to initiate this promising phase of response research.
 Response Rethought
 Richard Straub
 Florida State University
 Since response is only as good as the thinking and response it invites, let
 me see what I can do to engage the issues raised in these essays and invite
 further talk and consideration. First I'll address issues raised by the respon-
 dent who debates a few claims I make in the study. Then I'll take up issues
 raised by the respondents who look beyond the immediate purview of my
 project and trace some limitations of the study.
 Jean Chandler is concerned about several claims I make about control
 in teacher response. First, she has qualms about my classification of some
 comments. She sees little difference, as she puts it, in whether one writes,
 "Can you elaborate on this point?" or "I suggest you elaborate on this
 point" or "it seems to me this point needs elaboration." She's got a point. I
 admit that the distinctions among these comments are fine ones. I see only
 a small difference between "can you" comments and explicit suggestions.
 In fact, in many ways "can you" comments function more like suggestions
 than like closed questions and might be best classified as advisory com-
 ments. I also see many similarities between "can you" questions and com-
 ments that employ the auxiliary "need"-especially those that also make
 some qualification or reference to the responder's subjectivity. Both types
 of commentary implicitly temper the responder's authority even as they
 indicate that something might need to be done in revision. To be sure,
 there's a good deal of overlap and messiness in the classification of individ-
 ual comments, especially in special cases such as these. In spite of the dif-
 ficulties, I'd want to retain some distinction among comments such as "You
 need to place this paragraph at the start," "I'd like to see more examples
 here," "This is not clear," and "I have some trouble following your point."
 The modes look to present generalizations about the typical degrees of con-
 trol implied in various ways of framing comments, not a firm hierarchy.
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